(1°) f is weakly-weakly continuous,
AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR BOUNDED WEAK SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACES

Let (IS, II* II) be a Banach space and J = [^0,+ oo). Assume that the function f: J x 3S --E satisfies the following conditions: (1°) f is weakly-weakly continuous, (2°) ||f(t,x)|| G(t,||x||) for (t,x)e JxE, where the function G is monotonically nondecreasing in the second variable and such that t»-G(t,u) ie locally bounded for any fixed ueJ and t >--G(t,y(t)) is measurable for each continuous bounded function y of J into itself.
Moreover, assume that Sw -the space E endowed with me weak topology, is sequentially weakly complete.
We shall deal with the Cauchy problem (CP) x' = f(t,x), x(0) = xQ.
A function x: J -E is called a solution of (CP) if:
a) x is weakly differentiable on J, b) x(0) = xQ, c) x'(t) = f(t,x(t)) for t e J, where x' deruotes the weak derivative of x.
It is known [6] that (CP) is equivalent to the integral equation t x(t) = x0 f (s,x(s) )ds for t e J, 0 t where J 1 denotes the Pettis integral. 0
We shall deal with the problem (CP) using a method developed by Ambrosetti and Szufla ([2], [7] ). This method is based on the properties of the measure of weak noncompactness yS, which are analogous to the properties of measure of noncompaotnessa. The proof of our theorem is sugested by a paper of Stokes [53 concerning finite-dimensional vector differential equations.
The measure of weak noncompactness y3(X) of a nonempty bounded subset X of E is defined as the infimum of all t>0
such that there exists a weakly compact subset C of E and Xc C + t Bq, where BQ is the norm unit ball. For the properties of/3 see [3] , [4] .
Denote by CW(J,E) the set of all weakly continuous func- Suppose that for each T e J a nonnegative real-valued function h defined on Jj* J is a Kamke function, i.e. h satisfies the Caratheodory's conditions, h(t,0) = 0, and the function identically equal to zero is the unique continuous solution of the inequality t uftJ^J* h(s,u(s) )ds for t e JT 0 satisfying the condition 4(0) = 0, Let f satisfies (1°), (2°) and (3°) let the scalar inequality t g(t II 3C0j| + J G(s,g(s))ds 0 has a bounded solution g existing on J; denote by ZQ the set of all xeE with ||x||<ro = aup{g(t) : te j}.
(4°) Assume moreover, that, for any Te J, £>0 and XcZQ there exists a closed subset I£ of J™ such that mes(Jj\ I£j<6 and /J (f (K x X)) $ supjh( t f/3(X)) : t e K} for any compact subset K of I£.
Then there exists at least one solution y defined on J of the problem (CP) and || y(t)||« g(t) for te J.
Proof.
Denote by X the set of all xeCw(J,E) such that ||x(t)||as g(tj on J. The set X is nonempty bounded convex and closed.
Consider the continuous mapping P: X defined by t (Fx)(t) = x0 + J f(s,x(s))ds 0 for t e J and x € 3£ (see [4] , [6] ).
Let {ej neN be 6 iven such that £ n > £ n+1 <£ n for and lim = 0. We put n~oo n -389 - 
Q
Clearly co^: -is nondecreasing and lim ) = 0.
We have t t (1) ||un(t) -un(s)|| =||J f(z,un(z) )dz||^| J* G(z,ro)dz|< s s 6CJT(|t-s|) for s,t£Jr
Analogously we obtain 
(t) =/3(V(t)) is continuous on
Obviously v(0 ) =^({x0}) = 0. Analogously as in [7] we can prove that t (4) v(t)<J'h(s,v(s))ds for teJj, 0 which implies that v(t) a 0 i.e. V(t) is relatively weakly compact for eaoh t e J^,. In virtue of Arzela-Ascoli Theorem the set V is relatively compact in CW(J,E). Hence we can find a subsequence jufl j of |un}» which converges in CW(J,E) to a limit ue3f. As F is continuous and by (2) we conclude that u = Fu.
In fact, for arbitrary positive integer N y3({un(t) -(Fun)(t) : n = 1,2,...}) = = y3({un(t) -(PuD)(t) : n>u}) = = sup{||un(t) -(Pun)(t)|| : n>N})«coT(£M). Henoe /3(V(t)U/3(W(t)) +yfl({un(t) -(Fun)(t) : n -1,2,...}u ^/3(W(t)) +oT(eN).
Since lim cOm(eH) = 0, we have
Now, we shall show that (6) fifj f(s,V(s) )dsW J h(s,v(s) )ds for teJj.
• 0 Let P = J t n D £ n I £ , Q = J t \ P, = J t nD i ni £ . We see that t j f(s,V(s))dscJ f(s,V(s))ds +J f(s,V(s))ds 0 P Q and therefore As the last inequality holds for ever; £>0 we deduce, that (4) is true. The proof is complete.
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